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Abstract— With the rapid advances in wireless networks
low-end devices, such as RFID tags, wireless sensor nodes are
deployed in increasing numbers each and every day. Such
devices are used in many applications and environments, leading
to an ever increasing need to provide security. When choosing
security algorithms for resource-limited devices the
implementation cost should be taken into account, In order to
satisfy these need, secure and efficient encryption and
authentication schemes have to be developed. Symmetric-key
algorithms, especially lightweight block ciphers, still play an
important role to provide confidentiality in the said applications.
In this paper, a survey of several existing light weight block
ciphers has been provided.
Index Terms—Symmetric Key Cryptography, Lightweight
Block Cipher.

I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a popular block
cipher which has already been analyzed widely for its
Security. Till date, it is secure against various existing
attacks except some attacks on physical implementation of
AES in FPGA and smartcard. So ideally, the device vendors
should have deployed AES in their devices. But the problem
with AES is that it requires a significant amount of resource
and power. Devices, such as RFIDs and sensor nodes contain
sensitive and confidential information. But these miniature
devices are resource constrained so it is not possible for them
to run traditional cryptographic algorithms which require
large memory and greater processing power than these
miniaturized devices posses. Also AES provides more
security than what is needed to such resource constraint
applications. Therefore, AES is often inappropriate for such
devices due to their size/power/memory constraints, even
though there are constant efforts for designing
small-footprint of AES. Hence the need was felt to design
primitives to suit the resource constraints of small devices
and at the same time these primitives should provide
adequate security to the user. These are the scaled down
version of traditional cryptographic primitives.
To fill the gap, a number of lightweight block ciphers have
been proposed; for instance, TEA [15], XTEA [11], DESL
[1], HIGHT [2], mCrypton [7], PRESENT [8],
KATAN/KTANTAN [3], PRINCE [9] , TWINE [10], and
many more. Lightweight block cipher TEA introduced by
Needham and Wheeler in 1994, which is easy to implement.
By exploiting its too simple key schedule, Kelsey et al.
proposed a related-key attack on full round TEA [12]. In
order to resist the attack, the authors enhanced the cipher
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with an improved key schedule and a different round
function by rearranging the operations; the new version is
called XTEA.
It uses modular addition (modulo 232), shift (left and right)
and XOR in their round functions. Recently two attacks on
XTEA namely impossible differential cryptanalysis and
related key differential attacks have been mentioned in [13]
[14]. Another lightweight block cipher HIGHT [2] is
proposed by D. Hong et al. in 2006 for ultra-light weight
implementation. For resource-constrained tiny devices,
cipher mCrypton is introduced in [7]. Its designed
architecture like as Crypton but some simplification on
component functions has been introduced to enable much
compact implementation in both hardware and software
under restricted environments. Lightweight variants of the
DES cipher called DESL and DESXL [1] which is strong,
compact and efficient for implementation. Due to its low area
overhead, DESL is especially suited for tiny devices; it uses a
single S-box repeated for eight times. Andrey Bogdanov et al.
proposed a new family of ultra- lightweight block ciphers
called PRESENT. It offers a level of security and the
hardware requirements which is comparable with today’s
leading compact stream ciphers. KTANTAN & KATAN are
a family of block cipher composed of two sets having block
sizes 32, 48, or 64-bit and key size 80-bit. KLEIN [4] is
another lightweight block cipher which mainly focuses on
software implementation; it also enjoys hardware efficiency
resulting from its simple structure with an involutive S-box.
The various key lengths of KLEIN offer flexibility and a
moderate security level for ubiquitous applications. LED [5]
mainly focuses on key schedule algorithm and protection
against related-key attacks. The LED block cipher is simple
to analyze and this allows us to precisely evaluate the
necessary number of rounds to ensure proper security.
LBlock [6] achieves good hardware performance and
software efficiency on 8-bit microcontroller. It employs a
variant of Feistel structure and the encryption algorithm is
4-bit oriented which can be implemented efficiently in both
hardware and software. LBlock can achieve enough security
margins against known attacks, such as differential
cryptanalysis, linear cryptanalysis, impossible differential
cryptanalysis and related-key attacks etc. Cipher PRINCE [9]
uses the same optimal S-box for 16 times to get the lowest
possible gate count without compromising security.
In this paper, a survey on existing light weight block ciphers
has been provided. Also a comparison between existing light
weight block ciphers has been given. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design
principle, security and application of popular light weight
block ciphers. A comparison is provided in Section 3 and
finally the paper is concluded in Section 4.
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II. BASICS OF EXISTING LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCK
CIPHERS
In this section, design principle, strength against existing
attack and applications of DESL/DESXL, HIGHT,
PRESENT, and ATAN/KTANTAN,KLEIN,LED,PRINCE,
TWINE,TEX/XTEA have been discussed
A. DESL and DESXL
DESL & DESXL are new lightweight variants of DES using
serial hardware architecture and replace the 8 original
S-Boxes by a one S-Box for reducing the gate complexity.
The S-box has been highly optimized in such a way that
DESL resists common attacks, i.e. linear and differential
cryptanalysis, and the Davies-Murphy-attack. Therefore
DESL achieves a security level, which is appropriate for
many applications. Additionally the initial permutation (IP)
and its inverse (IP-1) are omitted, because they do not provide
additional cryptographic strength. The main goal of the
developer was to reduce gate count in hardware
implementations as compared to the original DES. DESL
shows that differential cryptanalysis is not feasible anymore.
It is more resistant against linear cryptanalysis than DES due
to the improved non-linearity of the S-box. It is more secure,
size-optimized, and power efficient than DES for this reason
it is to be considered as an alternative for stream ciphers. For
higher security, key whitening technique DESXk.k1.k2(x) = k2
⊕ DESk(k1 ⊕ x) is used. The 64 most signiﬁcant bits and
the 64 least signiﬁcant bits are used for key whitening in
order to prevent brute-force attack requires 256 plaintexts.
DESL is more resistant against linear cryptanalysis requires
about 243 chosen ciphertext. Ciphers are more resistant
against linear cryptanalysis than DES due to the improved
non-linearity of the S-box. DESL is secure, size-optimized,
and power efficient for this reason DESL is to be considered
as an alternative for stream ciphers.
B. HIGHT
HIGHT has a generalized Feistel-like structure which
reduces the cost of implementation and the round function is
light compared to substitution permutation-like structure.
Every operation in HIGHT is 8-bit-processor-oriented. CPUs
embedded into the sensors in USN (Ubiquitous Sensor
Network) are based on 8-bit processor. So, HIGHT has
efficient performance in such environment. In 8-bit-oriented
software implementation HIGHT is faster than AES-128. It
applies key-whitening technique in the first and the last
rounds for avoiding direct retrieve from plaintexts and cipher
texts. It is impossible to find differential characteristics of
HIGHT for given 264 possible input values. In differential
attack on 13-round HIGHT without the final transformation
recovers the subkeys of the 12th and 13th rounds required 262
plaintexts. Truncated differential characteristic to recover 96
bits of the subkeys used from the 11th round to the 16th round
in 16-round HIGHT with 214:1plaintexts and 2108:69
encryptions. In linear attack on 13-round HIGHT without the
final transformation recovers 36 bits of the subkeys of the 1st,
12th, and 13th rounds with 257 plaintexts. In 14 rounds
impossible differential characteristic to attack 18-round
HIGHT requires 246:8 chosen-plaintexts and 2109:2 encryptions
.Also 16 round saturation attack requires 242 plaintexts and
251 encryptions of 16-round HIGHT. In 8-bit-oriented

software implementation HIGHT is faster than AES-128.
CPUs embedded into the sensors in USN (Ubiquitous Sensor
Network) are based on 8-bit processor. So, HIGHT has
efficient performance in such environment.
C. PRESENT
In PRESENT [8] at the beginning of each round, 64-bit
input of the round function is XORed with the sub key. Just
after the subkey XOR, 16 identical 4×4-bit S-boxes are used
in parallel as a non-linear substitution layer and finally a
permutation is performed to provide diffusion. The key will
be fixed at the time of device manufacture. Efficient use of
space, the block cipher will be implemented as
encryption-only. The 2x1 64-bit multiplexer selects either
the initial Plaintext/Ciphertext or the output of the previous
round. The round subkeys are generated on-the-fly. The
value of the 80-bit key register is left rotated by
61-bitpositions. Then, the four most significant bits (79 to
76) are passed through an S-box and finally the bits
k19 k18 k17 k16 k15 of K are XORed with the least significant
bits of round counter. Linear cryptanalyst need only
approximate 28 of the 31 rounds in PRESENT [41] to mount
a key recovery attack with 284 known plaintext/ciphertexts. It
is suitable for extremely resource constrained environments,
it is important to recognize that it is not building a block
cipher that is necessarily suitable for wide-spread use. It is
targeting some very specific applications for which the AES
is unsuitable. It can be used within challenge-response
authentication protocols and, with some careful state
management, it could be used for both encryption and
decryption of communications to and from the device by
using the counter mode.
D. KTANTAN and KATAN
In KTANTAN & KATAN the plaintext is loaded into two
registers L1 & L2 and each round its value are shifted to left
I,e bit i is shifted to position i+1.Where the new computed
bits are loaded in the least significant bits of L1 & L2. After
254 rounds of the cipher, the contents of the registers are then
exported as the ciphertext where bit 0 of L2 is the least
significant of the ciphertext. After the computation of the
nonlinear functions, the registers L1 & L2 shifted left , where
MSB bit falls off and the LSB bit are loaded with the output
of second nonlinear function It implements the 8-bit LFSR
counter in place of 8-bit counter for expected speed. The
KTANTAN family is very similar to the KATAN family up
to the key schedule i.e., the only difference between
KATANn and KTANTANn is the key schedule part. In the
KATAN family, the 80-bit key is loaded into a register which
is then repeatedly clocked where KTANTAN family the key
is fixed thus, the design problem in the KTANTAN ciphers is
choosing a sequence of subkeys in a secure, yet an efficient
manner. In KTANTAN & KATAN no differential
characteristic with probability greater than 2 −n exists for 128
rounds. Also no linear approximations with bias greater than
2−n/2 exists for 128 rounds that ensure no differential-linear
attack and boomerang attack exist for the entire cipher.
Related-key attack or slide attack with time complexity
smaller than 280 exists on the
entire cipher. For algebraic
degree for the equation
describing half the cipher is
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sufficient to thwart any algebraic attack.
E. KLEIN
KLEIN is a typical Substitution-Permutation Network
(SPN) type block cipher. Several lightweight block ciphers
use counter mode to avoid implementation cost of decryption
but KLEIN avoids this cost without fixing on any cipher
mode. KLEIN can accept different key sizes where round
counters can be defined by a recursion rule or an LFSR
sequence in GF(28) to avoid the potential complementation.
In KLEIN related-key weakness can be avoid by its key
schedule technique. Linear and differential attacks can be
resisting by using active S-boxes in a certain number of
rounds. The design provides a practical and secure cipher for
low-resource applications, especially for RFIDs and wireless
sensor networks. Although KLEIN mainly focuses on
software implementations, it also enjoys hardware efficiency
resulting from its simple structure with an involutive S-box.
The various key lengths of KLEIN offer flexibility and a
moderate security level for ubiquitous applications.
Therefore, the design increases the available options for
lightweight block ciphers in low-resource applications. It can
be used to construct block-cipher-based hash functions and
message authentication codes.
F. LED
LED is a 64-bit SPN type lightweight block cipher that can
handle key sizes from 64 bits up to 128 bits. The keyed
permutation present in LED is inspired from the Advanced
Encryption Cipher (AES) structure. LED is capable of
providing strong security arguments against all state of the
art attacks, even in the related-key model. In case of
differential and linear cryptanalysis, it can be shown that any
4-round differential path for any of the LED versions
contains at least 25 active S-boxes which are having a
non-zero difference in the single-key model. Even in the
more pessimistic related-key model, any 16-round
differential path for any of the LED versions contains at least
50 active S-boxes. It is very compact in hardware and
ultra-light key scheduling maintains a reasonable
performance profile for software implementation.
G. PRINCE
Substitution permutation network is preferable over a
Feistel-cipher, since a Feistel-cipher operates only on half the
state resulting often in a higher number of rounds In order to
minimize the number of rounds and still achieve security
against linear and differential attacks, adopted a lightweight
cipher PRINCE [9]. All round functions have to be identical
for a cipher aiming for a fully unrolled implementation as
PRINCE; it is very tempting to directly use the concept of
code-concatenation to achieve a high number of active
S-boxes over 4 rounds of the cipher. However, not only a
serial implementation benefits from similar round functions.
It is also very helpful for ensuring a minimum number of
active S-boxes. The cipher can perform instantaneous
encryption; a ciphertext is computed within a single clock
cycle. There is no warm-up phase. If implemented in modern
chip technology, low delays resulting in moderately high
clock rates can be achieved. The α-reflection property of the
core cipher does not introduce any generic attack with
complexity significantly lower than the known generic

attacks against the FX construction. Security of PRINCE
against linear, differential, algebraic and Biclique attacks
have been evaluated recently.
H. TWINE
TWINE is a 64-bit block cipher having 80-bit or 128-bit
key. It employs the type-2 Generalized Feistel Structure
(GFS) with 16 4-bit sub-blocks. A round function of TWINE
consists of a nonlinear layer using 4 bit S-boxes and a
diffusion layer, which permutes the 16 blocks. The drawback
of such design is poor diffusion property, leading to a slow
cipher with quite many rounds. To overcome the problem, it
employs the idea of Suzaki and Minematsu at FSE ’10 [21]
which substantially improve diffusion by using a different
block shuffle from the original. Unlike type-2 GFS, the
diffusion layer is not a circular shift and is designed to
provide a better diffusion that the circular shift, according the
result of [21]. The key schedule of TWINE inserts distinct
constants for each round that prevent slide attacks. For
Meet-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack, the round keys for the
first 3 (5) rounds contain all key bits for the 80-bit (128-bit)
key case. So, it is difficult to mount the basic MITM attack
against the full round TWINE. The recently-proposed MITM
variant, called Biclique attack [27], may work even when all
key bits are used in the relatively small number of rounds.
I. TEA and XTEA
Lightweight block cipher TEA was introduced by
Needham and Wheeler in 1994, which is easy to implement.
By exploiting its too simple key schedule, Kelsey et al.
proposed a related-key attack on full round TEA [12]. In
order to improve the security of TEA against related-key
attack, an improved version of TEA called XTEA was
introduced. Like TEA, XTEA is a 64-bit block Feistel
network with a 128-bit key and a suggested 64 rounds.
Several differences from TEA are apparent, including a
somewhat more complex key-schedule and a rearrangement
of the shifts, XORs, and additions. The use of dynamic
plaintext dependant key scheduling means that there is no
preset order for the use of the scheduled keys, and that they
require no memory. This is quite a useful property as
detecting which scheduled keys were used is most likely a
difficult task. The key schedule is most likely more resistant
to differential analysis since the bits in the key can effect any
1/32 possible other bits. The use of non-linear algebra
(mixing addition with binary XOR) is considered effective
against linear analysis. There are no known weaknesses in
the use of mixed algebraic operations. XTEA has potentials
in low power wireless security applications. It is helpful to
create mutual authentication and trust between two entities.
The efficient application in wireless sensor network will be
an interesting area to investigate.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND
COMPARISONS
The main differences between the conventional block
ciphers and the lightweight block ciphers are centered on: the
block size which is in general 32, 48 or 64 bits for a
lightweight block cipher and
equal to 64 or 128 bits for a
conventional block cipher;
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the same condition also holds for the different possible key
sizes. Lightweight block ciphers also rely more on
elementary operations such as binary XOR, binary AND, etc.
which are leading in an increase of required number of
rounds; Lightweight block ciphers generally extremely
simplify the key schedule due to memory requirements. A
comparison of existing lightweight block ciphers are given in
Table1.
IV. CONCLUSION
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throughput and attacks.
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